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Out of the Land of the Living

1
Lady, this is surely not enough!
On these blotter scrapbook pages
squat your moments, ageless,
living under flat-brimmed hat in buffcolored shadows.
These are dark lands and rough to travel,
but do you never pretend to beat
the growths or stretch long steps to meet
life there? your hand extended tremulously
is the agent of its proximity.
You murmur, My life, and glance at me:
I scorn its lethal eternity.
2

Was it not just recently
the disinterest of some far-flung tree
took us captive from a slippery sky?
Mercurial slow waves slid by,
but some half-recalled affinity
lured them closer than they fell to me.
Something persistent in the rain,
peripheral, beaded in my brain
lightly.
3

Poseuse, poised in fields fertilized
with dust and figuring them
to me as meadows, your tiresome limb
gestures over pasted lives
that only a succession of pages knows.
The shreds of grated souls attached
to centers are not a patch
of the living:
it was not in time that I thought to grow.

3

("Fancy how you come
and bring these dripping days. But for the sun
so oddly caught and cornered In that pane
one most could see the rain
one smells." Molten, In streams
It strokes the bellies of the leaves
green to silver.)

Ann Wlester

t

4

Gentle Reader:

Hegel was wrong about owls - their Identity, their
significance,their characteristics. Hence this story,you see. Those
who feel that the personality of the female protagonist seems out of
the ordinary will find documentation in a book titled The White
Goddess. The author's name fades from memory, so at this time let
me turn to a gentleman whose historical sense is so much more acute
than my own ...
THIS IS THE HOUR OF LEAD
For years,my sister had been a collector of owls. That explains
her visit to the court of Solomon,back in the days when she was
queen of Sheba. The sole queen in a world of Kings, 'God's Grand
mother' : in her ceaseless wanderings into Libyan deserts,Druiddominated forests, past the altars at Teotihuacan and the temples
of the Khmer - through all the civilizations of the earth - she put
her question to animal and vegetable alike. "Where are owls?"
Trees and cacti,historically speaking,proved the best informers.
Her only lasting bequest to the men who loved her was dream:
forever the 'other woman'!
Centuries of owl-ensnaring yielded a vast ornithological empire
(and let there be no mistake: nothing truly logical can be un-ornithis).
Her captives were a well cared-for lot: the Great Horned Owl of
North America,the Snowy Owl of the Arctic tundra,the continental
Eagle Owl,the Stygian Owl of the Amazonian rain-forests - all
preened themselves by moonlight,al '--rused tribute to the emblem
of their mistress' reflective eye.
And although her metamorphoses were many,this hour «" the
first in which I have ever known her to be dead.
To collate the countless accounts of her demise, gleaned from
the diaries of mystics, metaphysicians' tracts,the chants of beggars,
the incantations of would-be sorcerers, and the quavering whispers
of those surviving servants who always followed her at a distance:
such has been my sorrowful and arduous chore. The following brie
narrative,the result of long endeavor,blending fact and fantasy, is
all too true.
The metallic palace,imposed on obsidian hammered flat,whose
glare - redoubled sunlight - pierced the twining tropic foliage,had
arrested the white-robed traveller's attention. Always a favorer o
felines, she regarded an audience with the realm's sovereign - of
5

whose cat-cult and omniscience she had learned by chance from
village mendicants on neighboring Islands - as an opportunity for
enlightenment. For what wise ruler is ignorant of the owls of the
land?
And yet, the queen's soul was momentarily stayed by augurs.
The susurrations of club-mosses,liverworts,and artist's fungi vegetal soothsayers who rarely lied - evoked only disquiet. Her ad
vance guard of wolves,battle-scarred troopers with no apprehension
of death,halted short of the palace gates and retreated,whining
abjectly. An aged two-toed sloth,coated with moss,an elder of his
tribe,tapped her shoulder and bade her go no further. But signs
cannot deter one such as she - imperious and forever searching.
The gates, grating as if to blot out the perpetual song of the in
numerable jungle insects, opened at her command.
In the courtyard stood the moas. Row on row, in faded military
attire,they waited: silent,stiffly at attention,lining the central
walkway to the Imperial grottoes. The queen,delighted at this vision
of allegedly-extinct giants,gazed at each approvingly - only to be
met with the sun's glint off hundreds of bronze eyes. "The palace
guard of the Shah of Taxidermy", she mused. Sweeping past these
musty sentinels, she approached the main structure, whose wroughtiron facade, embellished with the skewed abstractions of fevered
geometers, bordered an entrance cut in the shape of a triangle stood
on end.
The Cat With Human Hands and Feet,burly and shining grey,
sat on his silver throne, surrounded by bushel-baskets of cicada
shells. His massive hand transferred the shells,one by one,from
basket to basket. A purposiveness, suggesting near-desperation,
lent his entire form a rigidity unusual in one so corpulent. The
sound of the queen's robes rustling or. the patterned zinc floor
caused him to halt. He examined his visitor with regal Indifference;
his eyes' yellow glare shone softly on the queen's face and garments.
"As you know", she began, "I am a traveller. I have come to put
questions and offer gifts."
"Continue. Be brief."
"Your counsel is of special value,as I am informed of your
omniscience ..."
"Correctly."
"What is the purpose of the collection of stuffed moas in your
courtyard? "
A faint grin: "Ah,my elite corps! One might say they satisfy
my esthetic yearnings without compromising more serious pursuits."
"Indeed?" The queen moved closer. "Those baskets contain
6

the shells of cicada larvae? What Is your Interest In them?"
"I must count them."
"Count them?"
"Yes."
"For what reason? Surely, If you are all-knowing,there Is no
need ..."
"I must be certain."
The queen gazed In silence. The Cat With Human Hands and Feet
resumed his task, Ignoring her as If the visitation were terminated.
For some time, she contemplated the scene before her. At first de
liberately, then more rapidly,the sovereign of this ferric realm
counted his brittle trophies, the remnants of metamorphoses . Hur
rying, at times he would Inadvertently crush one of his specimens,
thereby losing precious seconds as he recorded the event on the
Inside cover of a battered theurglcal text. Pyramldlcal beacons,
their points driven Into the floor, shone from all angles annihilating
all but the slightest shadow on the polished steel clellng. Seeing
this wisp of darkness,the queen's hope renewed.
"I believe I have decided on the nature of the gifts I promised
you. I hope you will find them worthy; I hope you will accept them."
The glossy form stirred, Irritated: "Very well. Proceed. Rapidly."
"My gifts are three In number. First,I have a terrarlum stocked
with salamanders - several uncommon varieties. Like all their
brethren, they are creatures of many trans format Ions, but they leave
no shells behind. I also bequeath you this very harmonious and tran
quil slow loris. You will find his musical genius astounding: to
hear him play his lyre is to be reborn! And I have a book for you;
it deals with thaumatology, a subject very dear to my heart. Here:
they are yours."
The Cat With Human Hands and Feet viewed these offerings
with slight interest. "A moist environment?",he muttered. "Very
good: my supply of formaldehyde was recently replenished ...
and the lemur will be of interest to a rather eccentric curator In
the mammalology department of a small museum on the Rue du
Loup Pendu in Paris ..."
The queen's hard question interrupted these deliberations"
"Tell me,are you a man who was a cat,or a cat who was a man?"
The eyes flared: "The audience is ended. Good day."
"By your leave: one more question - it is the sole query with
which I am truly concerned."
More brilliantly than ever,the beacons radiated; their beams'
reflection,doubly intensified by the metal clellng, slowly obliterated
7

*

the faint,smokelike apparition above her host's head. The Cat
With Human Hands and Feet sat in silence.
"Where are owls?"
"Owls?",he thundered. "Owls? There are no owls! I'll
show you owls!" He pressed a concealed lever; with a piercing
rasp, a dozen doors slid open. A battery of cassowaries,crazed
by the sun, charged furiously through the portals.
"Rend her,my minions! Disembowel her!"
The queen flung rare spices and emeralds. The terrified
lemur collapsed on the shimmering floor. And the salamanders,
shriveling, shrieked at the light.
*********************************************************
On this hour,everywhere,the owls have arisen; the owls have
escaped. Noiselessly,frantically,they swoop at the sun and fall,
burning, Impaling themselves on the steel spires of all the world's
cities. Syphlltic streetcleaners,cursing and feebly Shaking their
fists at the sky, sweep the ashes from the sidewalks under the sad
eyes of the starving panhandlers, who nervously rattle dice in
their pockets. Nearby, streetcorner preachers shout hesitantly be
fore bored mobs.
My queen,my sister,my Anna: we are all dying Yet,even at this hour,a leitmotif, lingering and incongruous,
can be heard. It is the whir of the cicadas, cadences rising and
falling in the summer heat. What is it? My sister,have you
effected one more of your metamorphoses? Or are you really dead,
this time - your bones disinterred and numbered by a Robber of
Graves ?

W. Morrisey
March, 1972
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"I walked out on the concept to know the real thing."
- T.Enslin
I wish I knew how napalm harmed a person ;
how It entered, slow or fast, and
what the first tinges of pain were like.
I don't think children, free like me,
would wonder, passing fields of grayish mist,
dogs keeping close at hand and heel,
then running off ...
but reveries like these
are far behind, and In the past alone
they dwell, no child other felt
the pain, and children's casual smiles, though
settled In place, good for good, wide and
unstrained, are real, "unrelated to life's concerns"
are we all here, and smiles now are formal,
conventions of the time and space
and nightly revelry - jagged and Intensely
false, dlvlsloned by empty flashes, showing light and
bodies bent, reddened faces crying, "Pleasure!"
Pleasure ... but I still cannot seem to
fit myself Into the flash, and I wonder
how napalm feels
f

- Kevin Martin
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FOUR POEMS
by Robert Stoddart

Lake
Posts and canopy of yew
filter a sparkillng shade across the lake;
the spawn-black water, rocking half awake,
laughs off a dream too obviously true.
Its fingers claw the sand abstractly
where sentry-rocks stand In uncertain file
like teeth across an old man's mossy smile uneasy, stained with glistening ennui.
I am alone to sit, and on the shore
I laugh and rock In drowsy mimicry.
Cold In the morning sand and lake-side dew
my fingers scratch a moat. You said before,
you liked this sort of lake, and smiled at me:
I smiled the same uneasy trust at you.
Love-song
Under the flaming heroes of the sky,
Orion and the Empress at her mirror,
mercury-lights cram the rim of hills
like sludge from the stars.
Below, In the Valley Plaza Parking Lot,
he feels her ass;
with rich courtlng-glfts of beer and pizza
he sues for her churning hand.

11

River
Shafts of spill from the dam shoot me flying
( skin filed taut and sharp against the cold )
like a dart from a concrete bow. The course I hold
past banks and smells of blue-wet gravel drying
in breezes is the stream's course, cold until
the narrows widen and the rapids slow.
There through the river's fabric, warm strands flow
in sudden channels, which I trace at will.
But now, when apple-orchards laced in air
or scent of clover ripples across a road,
stronger currents spear me past - the goad
of work to do, the sting of someone's stare.
This arrow has been cast; this pattern, sewn:
this river brooks no motion but its own.

Herrick's Poesie
so each rosebud counts the days
Old time is still a flying
since la st her honey nectar as they danced the pollenaise,
and sympathetic humans choose their dandylylng stations
in blooms of daffodalliance and fragrant violations.

12

TWO POEMS
by Cheryl Rublno

Passing Conversation
Allow me to show you my earring.
Do not climb that tree stand still .
Here, in my hand,
yes
turquoise transformed
a bluish emerald.
the stone glows
You point to the tarnished petals Hold still we cannot converse with
Yes, the earring is old. I know silver
a bit eaten turns grimy. But see ...
there is gold beneath. What metal
this is I hesitate to claim. In my
mother's jewel box strange things
sat for years before I happened
upon the wooden lid. But look
how really beautiful the petals are pools, mirrors, I think the tarnish
rivals the stone - when I prop
it on my ear the whole dark flower
shines imperceptibly ... almost ...
Gaudy! I would never call it that
no, it rests behind my hair
barely luminous in all that black Now see where we are.
We were laughing
When I stopped you.

13

Malekln*
I am indeed here.
Beneath a screen.
A rustle and a rustle,
The grey overhead all
Hush and dim tissue.
Earlier, in gold, bright
Cones were revealed;
Now there is shade
On my arms
A vague peel.
Far above
Is a fine silver
Round known to me How it opens the glow
To my gown See it play! Hush ...
A step? in the distance ...
Must it come near?
Not yet. Why this soft
Bristling screen
Has a life ...
Let me touch it.
t

•Malekin is a fairy changling, stolen from a corn field as a child

14

An Imprint
Lying In fields
creating disturbances
among the grass
( we were ) separating twin blades f
grown conjointly of seed,
pressed and fold
ed flat by the
pressure of our bodies
flushed In heat which
Imprint patterns
in blades of grass
on the flesh.
- Richard Katz
Song-Tale
it was an impulse
to go for a hitch-hike
one Sunday afternoon ...
people spill life-stories
even though you're a stranger.
a lonely,old man:
"My wife's been dead
eight - no, nine years
and I retired in January;
like to do some travelln?"
someday he'll be somewhere
like Achenklrch in Austria
where young and old
dance in the streets to
mountain-village cowbell melodies.

- Edna Kovaks
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A Poem, In Your Absence

I was discovering a poem,
ordering the facts if life
yes,

indulging my imagination.
Have it your way
I wouldn't have it any other.
But,
you have taken your days elsewhere
abandoning me to those facts
which tittivated by dreams
become something else,
an alien poem
a monster feeding
upon the others.
Must I derange my days
to accommodate such a beast?
What would I learn from ogres
that come in the vacuum of sleep?
"The day, the day, worship the sun",
you suggest,

return to the primitive gods
and yes,
discover some starker barer self
in a starker barer world,
but
in such a world the sun
is not the sun.
It do es not shi ne
on the hair
of my blond,
carve the deep shadow
of her nose
on her cheek.
16

t

See there, I've Indulged again
the poetic here
adorned in palms and regalia
creating this
and destroying that ...
As you were leaving
your screams filled my ears
So often you had told me about such things.
But I hadn't reflected
the phantoms you had seen.
Left me to create my own poems,
to chase the delusions and fears:
and you stand there mocking me
your hips in your hands.
- Richard C. Katz

The Schoolbus
beside the highway I
lift my hand, your yellow
hair moves the wind, it
cuts deep red markings
as children pass and stare
beyond the bus and glass dreaming
of wet figures or Despair
waving in the clouds and
breaking azure air
- Walter Kalaldjlan

17

The Bite

You race to the mirror and watch
a bubble well-up where I bit you
on the fleshy under-belly of your ear.
And then you rub it with your
knuckle so I can not see.
I drew blood
didn't I?
A droplet, the size of a pin-head,
seaped through the punctured skin.
What did you do that for, you ask,
and pinch the ear-lobe hard.
Now no blood flows.
All through the night, like a snake
I have lain under covers.
When you touched me, how natural it was
I should stiffen and strike.

- David Bergman
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Ross Posnock

"The Book of Nightmares", by Galway Kinnell
75pp. Boston: Houghton Mifflin $2.95 (paper)

In his fifth book of poetry, Galway Kinnell has written an
ambitious long poem that is at once obscure, repetitious ,
beautiful, and deeply memorable. The poem can best be described
as a poet's journey through life, death, birth, and love: it is
a confrontation, a meditation on the experience of being a sur
vivor in America's age of nightmare.
In his previous book, "Body Rage", Kinnell closed the book
with the great poem, "The Bear", in which the poet Imagines
himself wrapped in the carcass of a dead bear, fated to spend
the rest of his days
Wandering: wondering
what, anyway,
was that sticky infusion, that rank flavor
of blood, that poetry,
by which I lived?
"The Book of Nightmares" continues Kinnell's wanderings and
wonderings.
He dedicates the book to his daughter:
And in the days
when you find yourself orphaned,
emptied
of all wind-singing, of light,
the pieces of cursed bread on your tongue,
may mere come back to you
a voice
spectral, calling you
sister!
from everything that dies.

19

And then
you shall open
this book, even if it is the book of nightmares.
It is difficult to write of Kinnell's poem without extensive
quotation because his tone and its effects are almost impossible
to paraphrase. This attests to the brilliance of his verse,blending
as it does the spirituality and polgnance of Rilke's "Dulno
Elegies" with the austerity and tautness of W.S.Merwin,along
with Gary Snyder's sensuality and celebration of animal existence.
It is to Rilke, however, that Klnnell owes his greatest debt. His
epigraph is from the Fourth Duino Elegy: "But this,though: death,/
the whole of death, - even before life's begun, / to hold it all
so gently, and be good: this is beyond description!" Death is
a major concern of Kinnell's poem, but it begins with an extradinary description of the birth of his daughter:
5

Her head
enters the headhold
which starts sucking her forth: being Itself
closes down all over her, gives her
into the shuddering
grip of departure, the slow,
agonized clenches making
the last molds of her life in the dark.
6

The black eye
opens, the pupil
#
droozed with black hairs
stops, the chakra
on top of the brain throbs a long mohient in world light
and she skids out on her face into light,
this peck
of stunned flesh
clotted with celestial cheesiness, glowing
with the astral violet
of the underlife. And as they cut
her tie to the darkness
20

she dies a moment, turns blue as a coal,
the limbs shaking
as the memories rush out of them. When
they hang her up
by the feet, she sucks
air, screams
her first song - and turns rose,
the slow,
beating, featherless arms
already clutching at the emptiness.
If the first section of the poem (It has ten sections) cele
brates birth, for the rest of the poem Klnnell himself will clutch
at the emptiness, discovering, In the course of his wanderings,
the fundamental loneliness and pain that surrounds our lives:
so little of what one Is threads Itself through the eye
of empty space.
Never mind.
The self Is the least of It.
Let our scars fall In love.
Klnnell finds the natural animal world, In all Its ambivalence
of horro'r and beauty, to be a parallel of our world, and he captures
the essence of the animal landscape by utilizing two totem
animals. The hen appears throughout the poem; Klnnell Is obsessed
with Its
... ripped body
of hen, the warmth of hen flesh
frightening my hand,
all her desires
all her deathsmells ...
In the sixth section the tone of the poem abruptly changes;
Klnnell's gentleness Is replaced by a shrilly rhetorical, Qverly
theatrical quality of voice. This section, entitled "The Dead
Shall Be Raised Incorruptible", catalogs the horrors of the Vietnam
War, and the subsequent destruction It has wrought on American
values : ("In the Twentieth Century of my nightmare/ on earth,
21

I swear on my chromium testicles/ to this testament/ and last
will/ of my iron will, my fear of love, my itch for money,and my/
madness."). But the complaints, however valid, are so familiar
and well-worn, that the poetry,I think, falters into a kind of
"liberal" self-hating rhetoric. Fortunately Kinnell abandons this
overly political stance in the remainder of his poem.
As he describes a ditch containing the charred and severed
remains of war victims, Kinnell's second totem animal appears:
"and the fly/ the last nightmare, hatches himself." The fly, being
born on the limbs of dead flesh, becomes a foreboding presence;
indeed the very last lines of the entire poem return us to the flea,
as Kinnell asks:
On the body,
on the blued flesh, when it is
laid out, see if you can find
the one flea which is laughing.
It seems to me that Kinnell is most effective when he forsakes
these symbolic animal spectres, and concentrates on his tender
and very beautiful meditations on the scars of love and the
... wound itself,
which lets us know and love,
which forces us to reach out to our misfit
and by a kind of poetry of the soul, accomplish ...
that purest,
most tragic concumbence, strangers
clasped into one, a moment, of their moment on earth.
In one memorable passage Kinnell fuses his lyrically elegiac
verse and his love of the animal - in tbis passage,a bear - into
a poetic'lmage of great poignancy:
We who live out our plain lives, who put
our hand into the hand of whatever we love
as it vanishes,
as we vanish,
and stumble toward what will be, simply by arriving,
a kind of fate ...
might we not hear, even then,
the bear call
22

a call, like ours, needing
from his hillside
and the dam bear
to be answered
call back across the darkness
of the valley of not-knowing
the only word tongues shape without intercession,
yes ... yes ...?
Finally, near the end of his poem, Kinnell has come upon our
kinship with the animal, and he has rendered this bond into very
moving poetry.
The final section of "The Book of Nightmares" is entitled
"Lastness", and in it Kinnell strives for a final summation, a
stoic acceptance:
Stop.
Stop here.
Living brings you to death, there is no other road.
For all their finality, these lines are rather comforting. But Kinnell
will leave us uneasy, closing his poem with the "one flea which
is laughing".
Poet-critic Richard Howard has written of the contemporary
poet: "the poet, alone with America, must indeed fall back on his
unpropped nature, the terms, merely - merely! yet how much
they determine! - of a temperament, an identity." Kinnell, in
"The Book of Nightmares", has examined his own nature and
identity, and because he has looked at himself with truthfulness,
and has rendered what he has seen into a poetry of compassion,
strength, and tenderness, we have witnessed an act of selfdiscovery that also reaches out to us. One cannot ask more of a
poet.

23

Gordon Hutner

Rabbit Redux, John Updike
Alfred A. Knopf, New York 407pp.
John Updike's new novel, Rabbit Redux, is a sequel to his
famous chronicle of a young man's shirking of maturity, Rabbit Run.
Using the Moon shot of the summer of 1969 as an underlying meta
phor, Updike weaves an elegant novel of social commentary into
a sympathetic portrait of the troubled American: the middle-aged,
middle-class, middle-of-the-road white man. In Harry (Rabbit)
Angstrom, the high school hero tarnished, the stud whose well has
gone dry, John Updike has created a singularly lackluster character.
But through Updike's artistry, we find ourselves attracted to this
beer-drlnklng llnotyper. Rabbit has stopped running from the dis
illusionment that his future promises. His adolescent self-importance
Is deflated as he recognizes that he has been rotting away.
"Redux" comes from the Latin, meaning "led back", though
It transliterates as "reduce". Updike immediately perplexes us
with the book's thematic ambiguity because Rabbit's ripening is
his reduction. Like Kesey's Hank Stamper, Rabbit learns that "there
ain't no true strength, there's just different degrees of weakness."
Updike (along with the rest of us) wonders whether this is enough
when he closes the novel with the question, "O.K.?",Is this enough?
Is this all there is to living in America today? Is this what we are
looking for on the Moon? Is this the promised end? Is it ok for
the impotent Rabbit to sleep peacefully beside his estranged wife?
So much depends on sex for Updike, (the moon shot is an obvious
erotic adventure) that the success of the novel hinges on our en
gagement in Rabbit's dreary sex life. Though Updike risks roman
ticising about the ultimately tasteless sex of these quietly desperate
characters, it is a tribute to his craftsmanship that we are drawn
to the dismal.
The book has its flaws; sometimes the circumstances of major
developments seem tenous, sometimes the appropriately "flat" char
acters ring hollow. But John Updike has written an ambitious novel
that, for all its flaws, Is worthy of his reputation as a major
American novelist.
24

NEW CONTRIBUTORS
Ann Wlester has published here In previous years, she Is vicepresident elect of Student Council.
Alex Morgan is a sophomore journeyman photographer.
Edna Kovaks Is a freshwoman.
Gordon Hutner is awaiting the ripe moment to discover his critical
theories to the world. He is the newly appointed editor of Perspective.
Ross Posnock is next year's editor of Hika.

HIKA AWARDS
The Denham Sutcliffe Prize for Criticism
No Award given
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize for Fiction
No Award given
The Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize for Poetry
Cheryl Rubino '73
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